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It also presents early modern disability studies as a new theoretical lens that can reanimate scholarly dialogue about human variation and early modern subjectivities even as it motivates more politically invested classroom pedagogies. Jan 6th, 2019. Review of Recovering Disability in Early Modern England. Recovering Disability in Early Modern England extends this exploration to include sixteenth- and seventeenth-century England. Jan 2nd, 2019. Amazon.com: Recovering Disability in Early Modern England. Recovering Disability in Early Modern England multimedia CD â€“ May 15, 2013. By David Houston Wood (Author), Allison P. Hobgood (Editor) Jan 13th, 2019. How to withdraw 401(k) early due to permanent disability. Early modern ideologies of ability. In his seminal study, Disability Theory, Tobin Siebers aims to “define the ideology of ability and to make its workings legible and familiar, despite how imbricated it may be in our thinking and practices, and despite how little we notice its patterns, authority, contradictions, and influence as a result. Recommend this book. Email your librarian or administrator to recommend adding this book to your organization's collection. The Cambridge Companion to Literature and Disability. Edited by Clare Barker, Stuart Murray. Online ISBN: 9781316104316. Book DO the first, a special issue of the journal Disability Studies Quarterly, titled Disabled Shakespeares (free online at www.dsqsds.org [29.4 Fall 2009]); and the second, Recovering Disability in Early Modern England (The Ohio State UP, 2013). David has given recent invited talks at venues such as the University of Michigan’s “Early Modern Colloquium” (2014), and Willamette University’s “Liberal Arts Colloquium” (2012). In addition to the Greco-Roman dramatic and epic material he regularly teaches for the “Honors 101—Antiquities” course, David has recently led a number of graduate seminars for N